
Happy Friday, New South Family. Welcome to the 66th edition of the Weekly Word – this for the week ending 
October 23, 2020. 
 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐The Critical‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 

Announcements 
 
1) New South Fall Youth Retreat – From Andrea Tinsley, NSC Youth Camp Director:   
 

Dear NSC Churches and Youth Groups,   
 

I hope you are doing well these days and enjoying the early days of fall! 
 

Please find the attached / below information for the upcoming fall youth retreat at Eagle Ridge.  The dates are 
October 30-November 1, 2020.  We are making plans in light of Covid-19, changing a few things about how the 
retreat will go. If you have any questions, please contact me at atinsley@wfmc.net. 
  

Church of the Week:  Let’s keep the Pastor Bob Ritter and the Bowen Free Methodist Church (Stanford, KY) 
in our prayers this week. 
 

Conference / Superintendent’s Calendar  
(all times eastern; in-person schedule subject to COVID restrictions) 
 
October 30:  NSC Fall Youth Retreat - ER 
November 12:  DL Zoom, 9:30a 
December 10:  DL Zoom, 9:30a 
March 19:  DL Meeting – Wilmore, 2:00p 
March 19:  BOA Meeting – Wilmore, 6:00p 
March 20:  MEG/MAC – Wilmore, 8:00a  
June 17-20:  NSC Family Camp – Eagle Ridge (tentative dates)  
 

And now... 
 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐The Important‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
 

Resources 
 

1) The Latest Pastors and Leaders’ Newsletter from FM Communications, is available by clicking here. 
 

2) A Word About World Missions Giving of the New South churches, from Lois Huff, our World Missions 
Promoter, is attached.   
 

3) One More Article that’s well worth reading, on Alexander Solzhenitsyn and his “Forgotten God,” is also 
attached.  
 

4) Finally, An Article that I found helpful from Francis X. Maier, senior fellow in Catholic studies at the 
Ethics and Public Policy Center and senior research associate in constitutional studies at the University of 
Notre Dame.  Here is the gist of the theme, with the full article attached: 
 

A truly “new order of the ages” can only come about through our humility and conversion to the God who 
created and loves us. He’s the only reliable builder.  
Since the 2020 election is unlikely to produce any leader distinguished by either humility or conversion, the rest 
of us might profitably focus our attention, prayers, and efforts further down the road, on those key elements of 
our shared life that somehow—but urgently—need to be “made new…” 
 

https://mailchi.mp/fmcusa.org/free-methodist-church-usa-pastors-leaders-newsletter-january-2615956?e=1f24724d9b


Job Openings 
At this point, we have two churches who need pastors:   Greeneville (TN) and Harriman (TN)  
Please keep this process in your prayers – that the Lord would provide shepherds for His flock.  
Remember too that if you click here, you will find job opening listings at FMC Human Resources. 

 

October Birthdays (*that we know of) 
  24 – Diane Munoz  

 

*I would love to know the birthdays of all those related to the NSC who receive this communique – 
pastors, elders, delegates, special friends, etc.  Please send month and day to Timothy at 
newsouthconference@gmail.com 

 
This Week's Passage, Quote and Joke 
 
Passage:  We here at Wilmore continue on with our series, “Jesus, Provocateur,” taking a look at the 

confession of faith of Peter in Matthew 16:13-20.   
 
Quote: Actually, here are several words of wisdom, from Winston Churchill that speak to our day: 
 “You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks.” 
 “A nation that forgets its past has no future.” 
 “There is nothing government can give you that is hasn’t taken from you in the first place.  
 “However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results.” 
 “We contend that for a nation to try to tax itself into prosperity is like a man standing in a 

bucket and trying to lift himself up by the handle.”  
 “Life is fraught with opportunities to keep your mouth shut.” 
 
Joke: 

   
  
Blessings on your worship this weekend!  
 
D- 

https://hr.fmcusa.org/employment
mailto:newsouthconference@gmail.com,%20newsouthsuper@gmail.com


TO: All New South Churches 
FROM: Lois Huff, NSC World Mission Promoter 
RE: NSC church giving to FM Missions 
 
Brothers and sisters, 
  

Headquarters has sent me a list of mission funds given so far in 2020 from the NSC churches.  I will not list the names of 
the 12 churches with their amounts or even put them in alphabetical order, but it will give you some idea of how much 
is being given to make the total of $71,492:    
 

1 - $   140 
2 - $   290 
3 - $   450 
4 - $   729 
5 - $   900 
6 - $ 1,000 
7 - $ 1,100 
8 - $ 1,350 
9 - $ 1,550 
10- $ 2,800 
11- $ 5,050 
12- $56,133 

 

Some churches are giving.  Some are even giving individually on line so that their giving does not show up on this report.  
May God bless every one who is reaching out in prayer and/or with financial support.  Indeed, we may be a small 
conference with mostly small churches, but I wonder, “If some are not giving, are they also not praying for the global 
church?” Of course, only God knows. 
 

The pandemic has caused immense suffering around the world.  How often when I have a tasty meal in front of me, have 
I thought of those who are thrilled to get a bag of rice or anything just to fill their stomachs.   The FMC has reached out 
in other countries with a feeding ministry that allows our leaders to also share the Bread of Life.  What an opportunity! 
 

I would ask you to challenge your congregations to give during this last quarter of the year and for some, to perhaps 
replace the fear of getting sick with a zeal for blessing our brothers and sisters serving, or being served, in Latin America, 
Europe, the Middle East, Asia and Africa.   
 

A list of missionaries and/or projects represented by the above amounts and the # of churches giving to them/those 
projects: 
 

Adam Teacher family  5   Chance & Dee Dee Galloway 1   Dan & Hope Owsley 1  
Darin & Jill Land 1   Eduardo & Cindi Angelo 7   Josh & Susie Fajardo 1 
Mike & Vickie Reynen 1   Ricardo & Beth Gomez 1   Richard & Laurie Sheriff 1 
Thad & Nikki Roller 1   Thom and Sherry Cahill 1   Bibles for Every Believer 4 
Bishop Crisis Response 1  Creative Access Country “In”   1   Tanzania Church Plants 1 
Tumaini Women, Kenya 1  Where needed most 1 
 
This does not include funds given to other world mission organizations, of course.  Nor does this include funds given to 
sponsor ICCM children.  I don’t even have a record of how many children are sponsored from this conference, although I 
believe our local church, Murphy FMC, sponsors 16.    
 
May we find great joy in the ability to give as God loves a cheerful giver.  2 Corinthians 9:7   
                                                  



50 Years Ago, Solzhenitsyn Received the Nobel Prize for Reminding Us of a ‘Forgotten God’ 

Dr. Paul Kengor 

October 16, 2020 

 

“In 1949, some friends and I came upon a noteworthy news item in Nature, a magazine of the Academy of Sciences.” So 

opens Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s majestic The Gulag Archipelago, a seemingly odd start for a classic on the Soviet gulag, the 

nation’s forced labor camps. Readers initially wonder where the author is headed with a sort of ho-hum report from not a 

political journal but a science journal. He continues: 

 

“It reported in tiny type that in the course of excavations on the Kolyma River a subterranean ice lens had been discovered 

which was actually a frozen stream — and in it were found frozen specimens of prehistoric fauna some tens of thousands of 

years old. Whether fish or salamander, these were preserved in so fresh a state, the scientific correspondent reported, that 

those present immediately broke open the ice encasing the specimens and devoured them with relish on the spot.” 

 

At this point, readers might still be confused. Isn’t this a book on the Soviet gulag? Why are we reading about prehistoric 

fauna? 

 

Actually, they’re learning about the gulag — its escapees, its survivors. Solzhenitsyn next explains what those present did 

with those ancient creatures. They didn’t rush them off to a museum; no, they devoured them. They were not doing a 

scientific excavation — they were escaping a communist prison camp, where millions starved and died. 

 

“Flouting the higher claims of ichthyology,” narrated Solzhenitsyn, and “elbowing each other to be first,” they chipped away 

the ice, hurried the fish to a fire, cooked it and bolted it down. No doubt, said Solzhenitsyn, Nature impressed its readers 

with this account of how 10,000-year-old fish could be kept fresh over such a long period. But only a narrower group of 

readers could decipher the true meaning of this “incautious” report. That smaller club was his fellow gulag survivors — the 

“pitiable zeks,” as Solzhenitsyn called them. When your goal is survival, you survive, even if it means hurriedly devouring 

something that in a normal world would be carefully rushed to a museum. 

 

What started as a seemingly odd opening about prehistoric fish was actually a poignant anecdote about the human horrors 

of Soviet communism. It was not about fish at all. It was about human beings who had been trapped in their state-

constructed frozen ice lens — the frozen camps of Siberia. 

 

I mention this now because it was 50 years ago, shortly before the publication of The Gulag Archipelago, that Alexander 

Solzhenitsyn received the Nobel Prize in Literature. Few recipients have so earned it. 

 

To here summarize Solzhenitsyn’s life or book would be impossible. There was so much of note. Many might point to his 

Harvard commencement address in June 1978, or perhaps his less-known-but-equally-inspiring Templeton Prize speech 

(“Men Have Forgotten God”) in May 1983, or his reporting on the daily travails of another sufferer in his classic A Day in the 

Life of Ivan Denisovich. For me, however, what endures most are his reports of religious persecution under communism. 

 

In The Gulag Archipelago, Solzhenitsyn reported on the Moscow “church trials” of the 1920s — classic communist show 

trials, aimed particularly at the Russian Orthodox Church. Solzhenitsyn provided a narrative account of this surreal, painful 

miscarriage of justice. The presiding judge was Comrade Bek, with the prosecutors Comrade Lunin and Comrade Longinov. 

Solzhenitsyn didn’t bother to share the first names of this dubious troika of comrades. It didn’t matter. Their names and 

faces and roles and duties were interchangeable in the Soviet system. 

 

On trial were 17 defendants from the Russian Orthodox Church, including the patriarch, archpriests and laymen, accused of 

disseminating “propaganda” and of “hoarding” Church valuables (including everything from liturgical items to relics to 

icons) that the Soviet state demanded. Lenin and his Bolsheviks salivated over these “fabulous treasures” of the Church. 

Leon Trotsky rubbed his covetous hands together: “The booty is enormous!” he thrilled. 



 

And thus the Church was told that it must give up everything to the state — then and there, without hesitation. That would 

ultimately include churches themselves, not to mention the loyalty of priests. The Soviet state was to be the new arbiter of 

truth. 

 

And so, on May 5, shortly after May Day 1922, the holy day of international communism, Patriarch Tikhon was one among 

17 Church officials dragged into a Moscow “courtroom” to testify for having “acted incorrectly” in disobeying the state. 

 

Solzhenitsyn’s narrative strikes me especially today because the words echo in the United States today. In fact, what Tikhon 

told the judge is eerily similar to what Kim Davis, the Kentucky law clerk, told a judge post-Obergefell when she refused to 

issue in her name same-sex marriage licenses because doing so would violate the teachings of her faith. Many Christians 

will face similar interrogations for not doing what the state orders in defiance of the teachings of their faith. Here’s 

Solzhenitsyn’s narration: 

 

Comrade Bek to Patriarch Tikhon: “Do you consider the state’s laws obligatory or not?” 

 

Patriarch Tikhon: “Yes, I recognize them, to the extent that they do not contradict the rules of piety.” 

 

Judge Bek: “Which in the last analysis is more important to you, the laws of the Church or the point of view of the Soviet 

government? Are we, the representatives of the Soviet government, thieves of holy things? [Do you] call the 

representatives of the Soviet government, the All-Russian Central Executive Committee, thieves?!” 

 

Tikhon: “I am citing only Church law.” 

 

The Soviet atheist judge then lectured the head of the Russian Orthodox Church on a correct understanding of 

“blasphemy.” He told the shaken patriarch that he was a liar. 

 

The verdict, incidentally, was already predetermined. Nonetheless, the “jury” proceeded forward with the farce, ordering 

criminal charges against the patriarch. He was arrested and removed from office, and he eventually died of a heart attack 

while under house arrest. At least he wasn’t executed on the spot — 11 of his 17 co-defendants were shot. 

 

In my view, accounts like this are among the most memorable moral lessons in Solzhenitsyn’s great work. He documents 

vile examples of Soviet sacrilege and persecution of religious believers. In The Gulag Archipelago, he recorded how nuns 

and prostitutes were housed together in special sections of the gulag, both deemed whores by the atheistic state. 

 

Solzhenitsyn understood that the battle against communism was not simply a political one. The roots of communism’s rage 

were unmistakable: “Within the philosophical system of Marx and Lenin … hatred of God is the principal driving force.” As 

Solzhenitsyn knew, Soviet communism was not merely a political and ideological threat but a spiritual threat. And few did 

better work exposing that dark world than he did. 

 

It was 50 years ago that the world recognized Solzhenitsyn “for the ethical force with which he has pursued the 

indispensable traditions of Russian literature”—a literary achievement that went well beyond the realm of literature. Like 

the best of literary works, what he told us had profound moral-spiritual lessons that endure through the ages. He would not 

want us to forget; and we shouldn’t forget. 

 

Dr. Paul Kengor is professor of political science and chief academic fellow of the Institute for Faith and Freedom at Grove 

City College.  
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UNTIL WE REST IN HIM
by

Francis X. Maier

November 2020

I ’ve been dreading this November for the past year. In half a century of voting, I’ve been worried or

frustrated by our public life many times. But 2020 has a unique toxicity, as if the whole nation were

heaving, rudderless, on an ocean of poisonous blame. There is no peace and no dignity in our political

storm. So in recent months, I’ve held tight to the two oars of my lifeboat.

The �rst is a verse from Sirach: “Forgive your neighbor the wrong he has done, and then your sins will be

pardoned when you pray” (28:2). This is hard, because I love my anger. Not publicly, of course. That would

be bad form. But secretly, yes—it’s consoling and familiar. It’s also self-exonerating. I nourish it every day

in my resentments about people and politics, about issues in the Church, and in a dozen other ways, all of

which leave me feeling vindicated, then empty, and then powerless—and thus angrier still. And I know I’m

not alone. I see the same struggle in too many other faces. It’s the disease du jour. This sort of anger,

unrighteous, unhealthy, but earnestly nursed, is the current terrain of American life. It’s also the doorway

to despair. So, I cling, or try to cling, even more �rmly to my other oar. It’s a verse from Revelation: “And he

who sat upon the throne said, ‘Behold, I make all things new’” (21:5).

Behold, I make all things new. All things made new: I believe that promise. But of course, “new” can mean

di�erent things to di�erent people.

The Founders of the American Experiment sought to create a novus ordo seclorum, a “new order of the ages.”

Seen in isolation, it’s a hugely ambitious goal—a project that was Promethean, arrogant, even  delusional.

But two things restrained the temptation to hubris: Nearly all the Founders and colonists were religious
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believers, rooted in a biblical thought-world, who accepted the idea of natural law; and the new country

could not a�ord extreme theories and wild intellectuals. It needed practical builders grounded in practical

needs. There were disparities of wealth, but never on the scale of those in Europe, and many who wanted a

new start or more opportunity could simply move west.

We’ve now run out of room to “move west.” Disparities in wealth have never been sharper. Racial tensions

are high. And biblical faith, which imparted the moral framework to our public life, is declining. The

country is more and more technocratic, materialistic, and utilitarian. Absent God, the result is an odd mix

of anxieties, resentments, overcon�dence, and illusions. This will end badly. As Psalm 127 says, unless the

Lord builds the house, the builders labor in vain; unless the Lord protects the city, the sentries watch in

vain.

Henri de Lubac, the great Jesuit theologian, had some guiding words on how Christians should think about

making things genuinely “new”:

Belief in eternity does not tear us away from the present, as we are sometimes told, to

make us lost in dreams: it works just the other way. It is rather by disregarding eternity

that Christians have disregarded their times.

It’s because our actions in this world matter so greatly for the next that our choices and behaviors have

meaning. Everything we try to do without God, no matter how noble or well-intentioned, is infected with

our �aws and resentments. We can’t escape our defects. They’re part of who we are. Thus, in every age, the

story of the world becomes the same tired drama, again and again, with a new cast and di�erent props, but

always the same, basic plot. A truly “new order of the ages” can only come about through our humility and

conversion to the God who created and loves us. He’s the only reliable builder.

Since the 2020 election is unlikely to produce any leader distinguished by either humility or conversion, the

rest of us might pro�tably focus our attention, prayers, and e�orts further down the road, on those key

elements of our shared life that somehow—but urgently—need to be “made new”:

Anthropology, which is a big word for the question raised by Psalm 8: Who is man? Are men and women

just very smart monkeys? Raw material for scienti�c manipulation and rewiring? If they do have special
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E

dignity, why? Is there such a thing as a universally distinct and shared “human nature,” and if so, what is it?

We need both to praise the many bene�ts of, and to exercise new caution about, the limits and dangers of

science and those disciplines calling themselves “social” sciences.

Politics. It’s important for all of us to recognize how broken and unrepresentative the political system has

become. Appeals for national unity will sound especially hollow after this year’s bitter presidential

campaign. Four years of an eccentric White House, vindictively biased news media, and a poisonous, slow-

motion coup in the lower house of Congress have made civility impossible. It’s not hard to understand

why: Our coastal elites and the masses of ordinary Americans who live in �yover country now di�er from

each other in vastly more ways than time zone. This fact does not absolve us from the Christian obligation

to work for the country’s health by being  politically engaged. But for sanity’s sake, we need to �nd ways of

fostering inner peace and avoiding the slavery of anger and news addiction.

Economy. The massive concentration of wealth in a small economic elite is an anti-biblical obscenity. How

can we maintain reasonable entrepreneurial freedom and rewards for hard work and innovation while

minimizing destructive economic dislocations and disparities in wealth? What would a genuinely Christian

economy look like? How can we bring it about?

Race. How can we acknowledge and repair sins of the past and work for racial justice, while repudiating a

war on our nation’s history and new forms of race-hatred disguised by pieties but rooted in an appetite for

vengeance?

ducation. Public education is a broken assembly line producing not well-rounded human beings,

but politically conditioned, historically ignorant work-and-consumption units for a changing

economy. Catholic education, too, at every level, needs a deep rethink. Most Catholic schools at the

primary through secondary levels provide good academics and a decent, generic moral formation, but not a

durable Catholic identity. Most institutions of Catholic higher education are barely distinguishable from

their secular cousins. Over the past two decades, more than one Catholic bishop has told me privately that

if he could, he’d close 80 percent of Catholic diocesan schools. With the money saved, he’d support the

other 20 percent that actually do their jobs as uniquely Catholic schools, while �nding and funding new

ways of delivering a sound Catholic education. Bureaucratic inertia prevents vigorous experiments.
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Memory and imagination. Americans are bad at history. It’s part of our national personality of self-

invention and our fear of being captured by the baggage of the past. As a nation, we want to look forward,

not backward. Henry Ford said it best: “History is bunk.” But history isn’t bunk. The real future, and how

we imagine its possibilities, are always dependent on lessons learned in the experiences of the past. The

Church is transnational and transgenerational; remembering is a vital part of her mission. Memory is

crucial to the identity of persons, families, and communities. To the degree that American Catholics lose

their uniquely Catholic history, they lose their identity and their savor as salt.

Culture. The human heart longs for beauty and thrives on beautiful art, music, literature, architecture,

religion, and education. That’s why these pursuits are so often called “the humanities.” A diseased culture

produces ugliness in its manners, imagination, and everything else. It’s perfectly possible to have a

technologically advanced society with a diseased soul, and this is exactly what we’ve created. Roger

Scruton’s writings are powerful on the importance of beauty, as is the work of Duncan Stroik on the nature

of good architecture. Technological expertise is important, but fools with tools are still fools. How can we

recover a sense of beauty in our personal lives and in our Church?

Marriage and family. Sex is extremely powerful as both a glue and a solvent. American consumer culture

now orders itself against the self-sacri�cing duties of marriage and family, while legitimizing disordered

sexuality. This is short-term and suicidal for a society, but perfectly suited to individual  appetites and

consumption. Marriage and family are about the future. They’re covenants, not contracts. They always

involve unintended,  unforeseen obligations; thus, they’re instinctively an expression of trust and hope.

Addicted consumers are about the here and now, and a culture based on them has no long-term future.

Church. The traditional clerical leadership of the Church, for the time being, is largely discredited,  either

by its bad actions or by its mediocrity and inadequacy in the face of drastically new challenges. This has

happened before; it’s not a cause for panic (assuming we do know our history). How can we �nd and form

strong, faithful lay leaders? How can we help form and sustain a new, puri�ed, and more compelling clergy?

And �nally, how can we get Catholics once again to see themselves �rst and foremost not as Latino, or

white, or black, or Democrat, or Republican, or even American—but as Catholics? This last question is

central to every believer’s life. The interior peace we all yearn for, especially in a time of turmoil, is

ultimately a matter of citizenship—the home to which we give our hearts and deepest loyalties.
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In 146 b.c., Roman armies defeated and destroyed the city of Carthage, once the premier power of the

Mediterranean world. They obliterated it so completely that the site lay barren for more than a century. Yet,

rather than exulting in victory, Scipio Aemilianus, the conquering general, wept. His friend, the historian

Polybius, who was with him as the great city burned, wrote that Scipio “stood long re�ecting on the

inevitable change that awaits cities, nations, and dynasties, one and all, as it does every one of us men.”

And turning to Polybius, the Roman said, “I feel a terror and a dread that someone, someday, gives the

same order about my own native city.” This is exactly the fate that a shrunken and crippled Rome was to

su�er in the centuries to come. It was sacked not once, but seven times. Alaric’s rape and pillage of the city

in a.d. 410 inspired the greatest of all re�ections on the nature of the Christian sojourn in the world,

Augustine’s City of God.

We don’t have a license to avoid this November’s election. As Christians, our voices and our choices do

matter in politics and in every other sector of our life as a society. Thus, I will vote against the Biden-Harris

ticket because, as the father of a child with Down syndrome and the grandfather of three more with

disabilities, I will not abide their party’s obscene allegiance to abortion and other related issues. Beyond

that, too many of Biden’s actions as a self-identi�ed Catholic seem plainly hypocritical, and Harris is an

extraordinarily  ambitious and dangerous enemy of the Church. But I also know that some good people will

�nd a way to see things  di�erently.

Whatever happens in November, the lesson in this wicked season is this: Any confusion we allow ourselves

between the City of Man and the City of God is really a ticket to the City of Dis, that fortress of wrath at

the center of Dante’s Inferno. As  Augustine wrote, our hearts are restless until they rest in God. He, and only

he, can make all things new. Even me. Even us. 

Francis X. Maier is a senior fellow in Catholic studies at the Ethics and Public Policy Center and senior research

associate in constitutional studies at the University of Notre Dame.
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